E lectronic D iscovery S olution

Focus on what you do best...Let EDS handle the rest

EDS - A Focus on Family Law

EDS provides a comprehensive Electronic Discovery and Production Control solution specifically customized for Family
Law professionals. EDS includes a unique set of document management, workflow, collaboration and security features
while delivering functionality and scalability with no server side software to install or maintain. EDS is available for a low
monthly fee of $25 for each active case. We don’t charge you for cases that are inactive or archived. There are no up
front costs, no setup fees, no maintenance or upgrade fees, no training or support fees and no per user license fees.
You can have everyone in your firm using EDS without additional costs or tedious and annoying licensing issues. Get
everyone on the same page. EDS promotes electronic document sharing and collaboration which is why EDS is free to
your Expert Resources. When you share documents from an active case with an expert resource (e.g., Accounting Firm,
Business Valuator, etc.) representing your client, they are not charged any fee to access documents related to an active
case.

Production Control: EDS consists of a central repository to store and share all your case related documents.

Documents are organized in traditional folder hierarchies (Category, Subcategory, Account) and indexed with metadata
(Received Date, Document Date, Originator, Production Code, etc.) to enhance efficiency and reporting. Templates are
used to create custom folder hierarchies based on specific case types that you can create as needed. Security and audit
features track all Production Control changes to enhance any compliance requirements. The EDS Production Control (PC)
Report provides instant access to all documents related to a case in an organized manner. Custom filters can be used to
quickly and easily find the documents you need. The PC report can be exported into various formats including Word
and Excel.

Document Capture: EDS provides functionality to quickly and easily import electronic and paper documents

received in various ways. EDS assists you in capturing stacks of financial statements quickly and easily providing efficient
integration into your Production Control. EDS will allow your clients to “push” electronic documents directly from their PC
into your Production Control eliminating the need to scan and organize paper documents saving time and corresponding
production costs.

Workflow: Information is most useful when it is used in a process. Let EDS help you replace paper processes and
facilitate common business processes. Once documents are captured and organized in your Production Control, EDS can
extract and analyze the necessary information to create custom reports like a Mandatory Disclosure Grid. EDS can not
only determine what documents you have under each 12.285 section but more importantly, indicate what you don’t
have. EDS can tell you what you are missing.
Delivery: EDS allows you to get documents into the hands of team members, clients and expert resources quickly,
easily and securely. When documents are exported, you can assign attach a specific “Production Code” to that export
(e.g., RRTP). Production Codes appear on the Production Control report showing you when documents were produced.

Collaborate: EDS will allow you to collaborate with Expert Resources via the Internet. You can share all or a portion
of the documents related to a case based on filters and rules. Imagine an expert resource like an Accounting firm adding
new documents to a case and they automatically appear in your PC. This feature set scheduled for release Q3 2008.
Case-2-Go: EDS allows you to access all case documents on your laptop without
the need of an Internet connection.
Case Management: EDS will provide various Case Management features near
future including Task Lists, Scheduling, Notifications & Alerts. This feature set
scheduled for release Q3 2008.

Administration: EDS provides various administrative features to configure and
maintain user accounts, folder templates and other settings as needed.
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Security: EDS provides various security features from user login to secure www.SecureDiscovery.com
document transfer and delivery.
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